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Introduction:  Over the past decade there has been an
increased interest in water-ice clouds in the Martian
atmosphere and the role they may play in the water
cycle.  Water-ice clouds in the Martian atmosphere
have been inferred, historically, through observations
of “blue” and “white” clouds [1], but the first positive
confirmation of water-ice in the atmosphere came
during the Mariner 9 mission, through the Infrared
Interferometer Spectrometer experiment [2]. Subse-
quent data sets have continued to show evidence for
water ice clouds.

More recently, work has suggested that clouds
forming in a low-latitude belt during the northern
spring/summer time frame (the aphelion cloud belt)
may be retaining water in and scavenging water to the
northern hemisphere [3,4].  This cloud belt forms dur-
ing northern spring/summer.  At the current epoch,
Mars’ northern spring/summer timeframe coincides
with aphelion (Ls=71°), causing the atmospheric tem-
peratures to be lower in this season, allowing water-ice
clouds to form more readily than during the perihelion
season.  Ice particles in the clouds may gravitationally
settle, confining water to the northern hemisphere.
This settling may also remove dust acting as cloud
condensation nuclei, decreasing the radiative heating
potential of the atmosphere further.  This is a powerful
mechanism to explain why Mars’ northern hemisphere
contains substantially more water than the southern
hemisphere.

Furthermore, the aphelion cloud belt was not origi-
nally recognized as an annual feature in the Martian
climate and was originally proposed to be due to a cli-
mate change since Viking [3].  However, Viking data
did show the aphelion cloud belt over two Martian
years [5], as well as widespread and frequent water ice
clouds throughout the Martian year. Water ice clouds,
and specifically the aphelion cloud belt, have also been
seen through the MGS TES data set [6-10].  Since this
belt is now seen as most likely an annual feature of the
Martian climate, it is desirable to understand its char-
acteristics, such as its spatial and temporal extent, and
variations in opacity, temperature, and altitude. To
date, the only two data sets offer the potential to ex-
amine year-to-year changes in cloud features over an
entire Martian year:  the Viking Infrared Thermal
Mapper (IRTM) data set [5] and the Mars Global Sur-

veyor (MGS) Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES)
data set [6-10].  We have examined the TES data in the
same way in which we examined the Viking IRTM
data  [5; 9-10] This provides water-ice cloud informa-
tion separated in time by 12 Martian years.  Since the
data are analyzed with the same method, we obtain a
very accurate “apples to apples” comparison, and can
generate a historical record of the subtleties of this an-
nual event.  However, the methodology used in our
retrievals of water-ice clouds from TES data differs
from the methodology used by [6-8]. Consequently, it
is desirable to compare their results to ours to see what
differences exist, and better assess the strengths of both
methods.

Method:   To assess the true extent of the interan-
nual variability in water-ice cloud formation, a direct
and robust method for comparing these different data
sets and time periods has been used [5].  The water-ice
cloud retrieval technique developed to analyze the
broadband Viking IRTM channels [5] has been applied
to the TES data.  To do this, the TES spectra are con-
volved to the IRTM bandshapes and spatial resolu-
tions, enabling the same processing techniques as were
used in Tamppari et al. [5].  The resulting cloud maps
are therefore directly comparable to those created for
the Viking time period.  This method is powerful, but
it cannot be applied over cold surfaces, as it relies on
sensing a cold cloud over a warmer surface. Therefore,
areas of the surface which the surface model expects to
be cold are explicitly ignored. Figure 1 a and b show a
typical result for MGS TES and Viking IRTM. Others
[6-8] have determined water-ice opacities from the
TES spectra by first computing a column integrated
opacity for pure atmospheric absorbers as a function of
wavenumber, and then estimating the water ice contri-
bution by simultaneously fitting predetermined spectral
shapes for atmospheric dust, water ice, as well as non-
unit surface emissivity. The method also assumes that
the absorber, in this case water ice, is well mixed in the
atmospheric column, an assumption that may not be
correct. This method also becomes noisy over cold
surfaces, but can still be applied. Figure 2 shows a map
for the same Ls range and Martian year as figure 1a in
opacity data, though it includes a larger latitude range.
The large opacity signature at high southern latitude is
real; analysis of MOC images in this time frame [11]
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show cloud cover in the areas of high opacity, but
these images cannot tell us the composition of the
clouds beyond the fact that they are condensate and not
dust. Since this clouded area is part of the southern
polar hood, it may also contain CO2 as well as water
ice clouds. It should be noted that the color scale on
figures 1 and 2 are not the same. In figure 1, blue indi-
cats water ice clouds, whereas in figure 2 redder areas
indicate areas of high water ice opacity.

Conclusions: Method Comparison: Similar cloud
features are seen in maps generated with each method
with no obvious outliers. The temperature differencing
method appears to possibly be somewhat more sensi-
tive to weaker water ice signatures. We have also gen-
erated correlation plots comparing the two methods
(figure 3). At strong delta-T signals, the correlation
between the two methods is quite good, and therefore
extraction of opacities from earlier Viking data may be
possible for these stronger detection levels. Weaker
detections do not, however, show such a good correla-
tion. We are currently analyzing why the correlation
becomes poor at weak signal levels, though it may be
due to the fact that the differencing method may be
more sensitive to thin cloud hazes. Results of this on-
going analysis will be presented.

Conclusions: Viking and MGS eras: While the
data coverage is much greater in the TES data set, wa-
ter-ice cloud maps from the same seasons have similar
characteristics to those seen in the Viking dataset.  In
particular, the aphelion low-latitude cloud belt is
prominent, as is the cloud cover over Hellas and the
topographic highs.  Analysis of the differences and
similarities between the results generated by each
technique is ongoing.  Due to gaps in data coverage,
this aphelion cloud belt is not as well seen in this par-
ticular Viking map (figure 1b), but it is clearly present.
In addition, a strong cloud signature in Figure 1a, indi-
cating either a colder or thicker water-ice cloud, is pre-
sent over Elysium Mons, over the Tharsis volcano re-
gion, and over the northern part of Hellas basin.  Re-
sults in other Ls ranges are similar; that is, prominent
features seen by Viking are also observed by MGS,
though of course coverage in the Viking data is less
extensive.
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Figure 1: (a) Water ice clouds for Ls 110 Ð 125 as
seen by TES in MGS extended mission. (b) Water ice
clouds as seen by Viking IRTM for the same Ls
range. Though coverage in the Viking data is not as
complete, similar features are seen.

Figure 2: The same Ls range and era (MGS extended
mission) mapped in water ice opacity. Note that the
color scale is reversed, with red indicating high water
ice opacity, and that a greater latitude range is shown.

Figure 3: Cor-
relation plot of
data from Fig-
ure1a and fig-
ure 2. Note the
strong corrlea-
tion at high
opacities and
delta T values.
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